Using DFT 
Introduction
DFT techniques such as scan are widely used to increase the testability of a design. However, some faults that are untestable under the functional operation mode may become testable under the scan mode. Furthermore, scanning vectors that have non-functional operations can cause higher power/current consumption and results in over-testing. Recent research results have shown that such non-functional scan tests may incur yield loss, especially due to the exercising of functionally untestable path delay faults [1, 2] .
Pseudo-functional testing was proposed to address the overtesting problem in recent years [3, 4] . In pseudo-functional testing, the test vectors are generated (or sometimes modified) such that they are as close to functional vectors as possible. These vectors are to achieve as high a fault coverage as possible without incidentally detecting the functionally untestable faults. Thus the scanned states should resemble the functionally reachable states as much as possible. This not only mitigates the detection of functionally untestable faults, but also restricts the peak power/current consumption during testing close to normal operation. Consequently, the over-testing problem is minimized, and the yield loss can be reduced. From a different angle, pseudo-functional testing restricts scan tests by avoiding illegal/unreachable states. This requires the computation of illegal states, which can be a computationally expensive process. Identification of illegal states has been stud- * supported in part by NSF Grant 0417340 and SRC Grant 2005-TJ-1359 ied in sequential ATPG via the identification of partial assignments to state variables that cannot be justified [5, 6] . In [5] , three-value simulation is used to traverse the state space from an unknown initial state, all the valid states are recorded. In [6] , illegal states are specified by the values of state variables, and it tries to merge illegal state space to larger cubes.
In pseudo-functional testing, a common method is to represent functional states or illegal states as functional constraints. By imposing such functional constraints, although the states generated do not necessarily guarantee to be within the functionally reachable states, the search space is reduced so that it more closely resembles the functional state space. Several methods to extract functional constraints have been proposed earlier. For instance, high-level design descriptions have been used to extract constraints in [7, 8] . At the gate level, identifying a subset of invalid states with low cost techniques have been investigated in [3, 9, 4, 10, 11] . In [3, 9] , the constraint generation is fault specific. In [4, 10] , implication-based learning for functional extraction was used. In [4] , the illegal states are determined using implication learned during static learning in a preprocessing step. The illegal state cubes are saved in a list. The ATPG procedure derives test cube which does not contain any identified illegal state. In the work by Syal et al. [10] , pair-wise and multi-node functional constraints are also identified via sequential implications. Sequential implications are those relations among signals in the same time-frame that cannot be identified within a single time-frame. In other words, a sequential implication a → b in the same time frame is only possible via two additional implications a → c and c → b with c in a different time frame. As a result, even though a → b seems like a combinational relation as both a and b reside in the same time-frame, it is sequential in nature. They demonstrate that such sequential relationships are very useful for identifying functionally untestable faults. In [11] , a methodology to prevent overtesting in scan-based delay test was proposed in a test compression flow. They found that most functional constraints result in a decrease of the overall test data. Unlike all the previous techniques which use state variables to specify illegal states, the illegal states are captured with arbitrary nodes in the circuit [10] . The reason is that explicitly using state variable to specify illegal states may result in a very large number of constraints, while using arbitrary nodes could significantly reduce the storage overhead.
In this paper, rather than starting from logic implications as the underlying platform to learn the functional constraints (which can be viewed as a bottom-up approach), we apply data mining techniques to extract the embedded functional constraints. Since we bypass the step of explicitly computing the logic implications, our approach can be viewed as a top-down strategy for learning these functional constraints. Stated differently, in [10] , each sequential implication is computed by static learning techniques, and the functional constraints are thus computed. However, one problem of this bottom-up constraint extraction technique is the lack of good guiding heuristic on the sequential implication selection. Thus, a large number of constraints may result and the overall identified functional constraints might not be able to effectively prune the illegal state space. Our approach, on the other hand, employs intelligent search strategies to identify the important regions first. Then, it finds all the potential important implication candidates from these regions, then the actual functional constraints are proven from these candidates. We propose a novel methodology to identify these useful functional constraints, which can be easily imposed on any ATPG tools to generate pseudo-functional patterns. We target on sequential implications since the combinational constraints will be automatically derived during the ATPG process. We extract functional constraints on arbitrary nodes instead of only state variables in the circuit. Our approach is based on the observation that not all state variables are equally important on functional constraint extraction. For example, in [5] , the state variables are grouped and their relationships are represented as dependence graph. Some state variable sets are more important than others on identifying invalid states. The dependency graph has also been used in [3] to search groups of state variables which are strongly correlated. In our approach, novel data mining techniques are employed to efficiently partition the state variables and capture non-trivial sequential relations over the circuit.
In our previous work [12] , we demonstrate that a mining strategy can capture important global invariants among several nodes in a sequential circuit for the purpose of bounded equivalence checking. In this work, several new mining techniques are employed to extract functional constraints for pseudo-functional testing. A mining algorithm Min-hashing and Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) is first applied to the state variable selection phase. After forming the state variable sets, the fanin cones of each set is computed. Then, we apply a second mining algorithm Apriori to identify any potentially important sequential implications in these fanin cones. These potential sequential implications are verified by the the assume-then-verify techniques [13] and form the functional constraints. In all, powerful functional constraints can be obtained in only a few minutes, even for large sequential circuits. These functional constraints are passed to a commercial ATPG tool to generate pseudo-functional transition and path delay tests. The experiments on transition faults and path delay faults reveal that the proposed method produces a small fraction, yet extremely powerful functional constraints effective for constraining the state space.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief background on data mining. Section 3 details the proposed approach. Section 4 analyzes the experimental results. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Preliminaries

Overview of Data Mining
Data mining is the process of applying a computer-based method for discovering knowledge from (often large) observational data sets [14] . The knowledge could consist of various models, patterns, or derived values from a given collection of data. Examples include linear equations, rules, clusters, graphs, tree structures, and recurrent patterns in time series.
Among all data mining techniques, association rule mining is one major sub-area. An association rule is the most common form of local-pattern discovery; it finds interesting patterns in a database which probably cannot be explicitly articulated. Association rule mining retrieves all highly correlated relations in the database. In addition to the standard association rule mining methodology such as Apriori [15] , we will also discuss a low support, high-correlation mining technique called Minhashing and Locality-Sensitive Hashing [16, 17, 18] . We will employ these two mining techniques to perform state variable selection and sequential implication identification.
First we give the notations commonly used in data mining:
The basic element in a database, e.g., an item sold in a supermarket.
k-itemset:
A set of k different items.
basket:
A set of items, e.g., the things a customer buys.
support for k-itemset:
The number of baskets containing all items in a k-itemset.
frequent itemsets:
Given a support threshold s, sets of items that appear in > s baskets. Table 1 shows an example database. In Table 1 , there is a total of eight items, A, B, C, D, E, F , G and H, and five baskets. Each mark of '1' in the table indicates that the item in that column is included in the corresponding basket. For example, the 3-itemset {B,E,F} is included in baskets 2, 4 and 5, thus the support of {B,E,F} is 3. If the support threshold is set to be s = 2, then {B,E,F} is a frequent 3-itemset since more than 2 baskets contained {B,E,F}. 
The Apriori Algorithm
Apriori [15] is an efficient algorithm for association-rule mining. Apriori computes the frequent itemsets in the database through several iterations. Each iteration has two phases: (1) candidate generation and (2) candidate counting and selection. The key idea of Apriori is monotonicity. That is, for a (k + 1)-itemsets to be frequent, every sub k-itemset must be frequent. For example, if item i is not in a frequent 1-itemset, than any 2-itemset containing item i cannot be a frequent 2-itemset. Apriori uses the following formula to generate the candi-
The operation ensures that each candidate (k + 1)-itemsets is generated from frequent k-itemsets. For k = 1, the operation represents a simple concatenation. By carrying these steps iteratively, the algorithm could mine all possible association rules. The key to reduce the computation complexity is by pruning the number of itemsets with support s ≥ threshold in each iteration.
Min-Hashing and Locality-Sensitive Hashing
While the Apriori algorithm is efficient in mining the highly correlated relations with high support, the Min-hashing and Locality-Sensitive Hashing algorithms [16, 17, 18 ] target on the low support yet high-correlation relations in the database.
In low support, high-correlation mining, the similarity of two items i and j is the ratio of the sizes of the intersection and union of i and j.
For example, the similarity of item A and B in Table 1 is 0.2. The key idea of the hashing algorithm is to hash each column of item i to a small signature Sig(i) such that two items i and j are highly similar if and only if Sig(i) and Sig(j) are highly similar. The Min-hashing algorithm hashes each column of database using several different hash functions. In the signature matrix, each row maintains the lowest hash value of each column in database in which that column has a 1. Figure 1 shows a simple example of Min-hashing, where the database has 4 items and 7 baskets, three hash functions, H1, H2, and H3, are used to generate the signature matrix. Sim(i, j) is the probability that Sig(i) = Sig(j) and is computed as the fraction of the rows in the signature matrix that match. Table 2 shows the similarity of the column pairs for both the original database and signature matrix on the second and third rows, respectively. For example, columns 1 and 2 in the original database have no items in common, leading to a similarity of 0. In the signature matrix, between columns 1 and 2, no signatures match, thus the similarity is also 0. As the number of hash functions increases, the similarity values will be closer between the original and signature matrices.
After Min-hashing, the signatures for all N columns are stored in the signature matrix. Similar signatures will refer to similar columns. However, to identify similarity among k 
The Proposed Approach
Overall framework
The basic flow of our approach is shown in Figure 3 . First, a sequential circuit is unrolled to a k time-frames combinational circuit, with the state variables (pseudo primary inputs (PPIs)) unconstrained in the first time-frame. Next, n randomly generated input vectors are applied to the unrolled circuit. In our experiment, a maximum number of 20, 000 vectors are generated for each benchmark circuit. Each input vector assigns logic values to all the primary inputs (PIs) and PPIs. In our work, each node can take three values: logic 0, logic 1 or don'tcare x. After logic simulation, the logic values for all nodes in time-frame 1 and time-frame k are recorded in the mining databases DB 1 and DB k accordingly, where the columns list 21 21 21 the sequential circuit nodes in the time-frame, the rows list the vectors, and the entries in the database denote gate values. An example partial database DB k consisting of 3 PIs and 3 state variables is shown in Table 3 . From database DB k (corresponding to the right-most timeframe), Min-Hashing and LSH algorithms are applied only to the state variables to perform state variable selection. For each state variable set, the nodes within these fanin cone of these state variables are candidate nodes for sequential relation mining, as these candidate nodes have common paths to a similar set of state variables in time-frame k. Apriori is applied to database DB k on candidate nodes to mine pair-wise and 3-node relations. After consistency check, the potential relations are pruned using database DB 1 to remove any combinational relations. The rest of the potential sequential relations are verified by assume-then-verify validity check to determine if each constraint is indeed a true constraint. Then the constraints are passed to ATPG tool for pseudo-functional test generation. The details of each step are described in the following subsections. 
Selection of State Variables
The state variable selection is performed on the state variables from database DB k . Min-Hashing and LSH are applied at this step. Unlike the general data mining approach, our mining algorithm needs to consider both logic 0 and logic 1 for each variable, as two variables can be positively or negatively correlated. So we first transform the mining database DB k by splitting each state variable into positive and negative variables. For example, for mining database in Table 3 , the transformed database is shown in Table 4 , where each F F i is split into two columns. Since we only consider state variables, all the other nodes in DB k can be excluded at this time. Then, the standard Min-hashing and LSH algorithm is applied to compute the frequent k-itemsets, where the state variables in a frequent k-itemset forms a partition state variable set.
Table 4. Transformed database
The state variables in each set computed this way will be strongly correlated. Thus, the fanin nodes within the state variable set will likely have relations that can be discovered. By setting proper LSH algorithm parameters, the size of state variable set is generally not greater than 8. Limiting the size of state variables in each set could greatly reduced the computation effort needed in the next phase of sequential relation mining. This is based on the fact that generally in a test vector for a target delay fault, only a small subset of state variables are specified. Thus mining state variable sets with a small number of highly correlated flip-flops would be enough to identify the illegal space.
Mining sequential relations
We mine sequential relations in a way similar to the work in [12] ; we briefly outline it here. For selected nodes from the state variable selection phase, we first calculate the signal probabilities for each node in the database DB k . For each node g i , the probability of g i having logic 0 and logic 1, i.e., P pair (a, b) as a potential pair-wise implications and add it to the potential pairwise implication list. Then next iteration of mining is carried to find potential 3-node relations.
Since we focus on the sequential relations within the same time-frame. The combinational relations need to be removed. Here the database DB 1 comes in handy. The selection is performed this way: for all potential 2-node and 3-node relations, we perform a consistency check in DB 1 . But this time, only the relations that fail the consistency check will be considered as potential sequential relations, the rest will be removed from the list. For example, for a potential implication (a → b) obtained from DB k , we check the logic value of b for all rows that have a = 1 in DB 1 . If for all instances where a = 1, b = 1 is always true, then the relation (a → b) would very likely to be a combinational relation. We will delete all such relations. If there exists an instance where a = 1, b = 1, that means the implication a → b is definitely not true in the first time-frame. If it is proven that (a → b) is true in the k-th timeframe in the final validity check, then the relation (a → b) is a k-th time-frame invariant. The concept of k-th invariants is introduced in [19] . By choosing database at time-frame 1 and k, our methods could mine potential 2 to k-th time-frame sequential relations. These potential sequential relations will go to next phase for validity check.
Validity check of all mined relations
The validity check verifies each mined potential relation to determine if the relation is indeed globally correct. A method similar to the assume-then-verify [13] is used here. The difference of our method from [13] is that we do not simplify the circuit structure in the assumption step. We perform assumethen-verify in a window of 2 × k time-frames. The first k time-frames make up the assume window, and the second k time-frames make up the verify window. We divide potential relations to 20 per group, and a group of relations is verified at a time. With all the initial PPIs unconstrained, we assume all 20 constraints are initially true in the assume window, and we iteratively verify each relation in the verify window.
For example, consider the potential constraints in a group to be c 1 . . . c 20 . We insert 20 clauses corresponding to these constraints to the assume window. If we are verifying c 1 at this time, we add (c 1 ) to the verify window. If the solver returns SAT for this instance, no conclusion can be made for c 1 , and this relation needs to be removed from both the assume and verify windows. If the solver returns UNSAT for this instance, then we remove (c 1 ) from the verify window and continue to verify the next potential constraint c 2 . If all constraints are verified UNSAT, we can conclude that this group of constraints is indeed globally true. On the other hand, if the solver returns SAT for any constraint c i , after removing c i from the assume window, all the previously verified constraints in this group need to be re-verified. To keep the overhead low, we only allow for 2 iterations for each group. In our experiments, we found that for most instances, two iterations were sufficient to identify most real constraints. All proven constraints are added to both assume and verify windows to expedite the verification of subsequent groups. We verify the easier potential relations first, and use the verified relations to help verifying the harder potential constraints later. In the experiments, we verify the relations in the following order: pair-wise relations, three-node relations. When we group the constraints, we place the constraints that from same cone in the same group.
We use zChaff [20] (2004.11.15 Version) as underlying SAT solver because it has an excellent incremental SAT solving ability.
Experimental Results
We implemented the proposed method to extract functional constraints on a Pentium-4, 3.2GHz processor with 1GB RAM Linux machine. All constraints extracted are used with a commercial ATPG tool. Experimental results for generating pseudo-functional tests for transition faults and path-delay faults are presented on the large ISCAS-89 and ITC-99 sequential benchmark circuits. Table 5 shows functional constraint extraction results. For each circuit, the number of flip-flops is first reported, followed by the number of state variable sets mined using Min-Hashing and LSH algorithm. The number of state variables in a set generally are from 3 to 8, and not every state variable may be included in any state variable set. The final two columns report the number of functional constraints obtained and the runtime in seconds to extract them. For example, in s38417 which has 1452 flip-flops, 63 sets of flip-flops were mined, and a total of 6953 functional constraints were mined and proven in only 95.47 seconds. To demonstrate that the extracted constraints are useful for mitigating the over-testing problem, we run experiments for both transition faults and path delay faults with a commercial ATPG. By imposing all the extracted constraints, the ATPG is prohibited from generating any scan pattern that violates the constraints. As a result, some originally detectable faults without any functional constraints may become untestable by the constrained ATPG. The results are reported in Table 6 . Column 2 gives the total number of transition faults. Column 3 and 4 compares the transition fault coverage of ATPG without constraints and with constraints. We note that no fault was aborted by the ATPG. It can be observed that in all circuits, the constrained ATPG avoids detection of many functionally untestable transitions. For example, in s5378, 14.8% of the originally detectable faults were actually functionally untestable. We performed a similar experiment on path-delay faults. Column 5 to 7 reports the results of path delay faults. Since the number of paths for large circuits are huge, we target a maximum of 5000 most critical paths (longest paths assuming unit delay). For each path, both rising and failing transitions on the input are targeted (making a total of 10,000 path delay faults). Column 6 shows the fault coverage obtained by ATPG without constraints imposed, and column 7 reports the coverage by the ATPG with functional constraints. We note that there is a larger percentage drop comparing to the transition fault model, indicating that a significant portion of the longest paths are actually functionally untestable, and they should be avoided during scan-test to reduce over-testing.
Finally, Table 7 compares our mining based approach with static learning based approach in [10] . Columns 2 and 3 report the number of constraints obtained for each method. Columns 4 and 5 compare the percentage of faults declared as functionally untestable on transition faults. The right-most 2 columns compare the percentage of faults declared as functionally untestable on path-delay faults. It can be seen that in all cases our mining based approach generates less than 1% of the functional constraints as compared with [10] , yet these constraints are powerful enough to identify more functional untestable transition faults! This demonstrates that our top-down learning strategy could identify extremely intelligent and powerful functional constraints that able to prune the illegal state space. We note that the constraint extraction time is similar between the two approaches. However, the ATPG performance may be significantly degraded if it needs to consider a large number of constraints. 
Conclusion
We have presented a suite of novel mining techniques to quickly identify a small yet powerful set of functional constraints from a sea of relations in a sequential circuit. With less than 1% of functional constraints compared with a previous approach, our method is able to avoid much of the illegal state space. Experimental results show that the constraints can be extracted in a matter of a few minutes even for large circuits. By adding the the small set of mined functional constraints, the ATPG avoids generating tests for functionally untestable delay faults and hence minimizing the over-testing problem.
